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I borrowed the term "Harmonic Plumbing" from the liner notes of a Bill Evans album.  In plumbing, one can find 
any number of different routes to connect water from one point to another with myriad variations along the way.
Likewise, in music there are many ways to connect harmony from one point to another, or substitute and superimpose
new chords and chord sequences in place of the original harmony. Hence the analogy. Harmonic Plumbing convieniently
describes the concepts of Harmonic substitution and superimposition that I'd like to cover in this lesson. These ideas
are usable in arranging, comping, and soloing especially.

The way I see it, a guitarist might want to follow a methodical sequence of harmonic study to advance rapidly.  I suggest:
1. learn how to construct and implement basic triads and drop 2/drop 3 seventh chord voicings.
2. Learn how to "colorize" basic seventh chord voicings through the use of tensions.
3. Learn harmonic connectivity (Harmonic Plumbing).
4. Study of quartel and other non-tertian harmonic concepts.
5. Apply the above to real-life playing situations, ear training, arrangements, etc. and find examples of their usage in 
the recordings of the jazz masters.
6. Experiment and find your own personal approach to these subjects.

With that said, I'll just mention that the ability to hear and implement these ideas musically is what matters most.
If you're not great at reading music or music theory, don't quit now.  Many great players picked this stuff up by ear and
do just fine! Wes Montgomery comes immediately to mind for instance. The main thing is to make music with this material!

One last issue; These connectivity ideas are just possibilites to augment your harmonic palette. Your ear ultimately
makes the choice as to their usefulness. Some of these ideas might be a little too "outside" for certain situations. Your
knowledge of listening experience will help guide you. Personal taste enters into this, too!  Use your ears.
Harmonic Plumbing

#1   Any II-7 for/with a V7 from key of the moment
for instance:
see a D-7 play G7 or combination D-7 and G7
see a G7 play D-7 or combination D-7 and G7
This first idea has gigantic possibilities for your arranging, comping, and soloing. I first noticed this sound in
Wes Montgomery's comping and chord solos. In a modal situation such a tune like John Coltrane's "Impressions", 
I noticed Wes using II/V pairings over the basic harmony of the stated D-7 in the fake book.

given chord D-7

II/V played try these II/V pairings over a walking D- bassline
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The overall effect is a small amount of tension and release-a desirable effect to create interesting  comping.
You'll notice that I've only used diatonic tensions (diatonic to mixolydian for 7th and Dorian for Minor 7th) on
these chords, but experiment with "altered" and non-diatonic tensions as well.

This II-7 for/with a V7 chord formula is invaluable for solo ideas as well as comping, etc. I once heard a jazz
musician state that the "chord is the line and the line is the chord". The II-7 for/with a V7 puts this old saw to
work!  Using scales or chord outlines (arppegios) one can play a minor line over a dominant 7th chord, a
dominant 7th line over a minor 7th chord, a combination of both over dominant 7th  or minor 7th chords, or
you can "simplify" existing II-7 to V7 progressions to being either dominant or minor line content.   

this line features a lot of  D- outline. try over G7 and D-7 (separately and together). Notice use of chromatic
approach notes and passing scale tones.

this line features a lot of  G7 outline. try this  over D-7 and G7 (separately and together). Notice use of
chromatic approaches, which in this case add a bluesy flavor.

Here's an example of a reduction:  A minor lick that fits over both the II-7 and the V7. I'm thinking of
only the minor chord in creating the line.

#2  Tritone Substitution
A very standard harmonic substitution, a dominant chord whose root is a tritone away from the existing
dominant 7 you are replacing. Both chords also contain the same guide tones (3rd&7th) that signify the 
quality of the dominant 7th chord.

for instance: you see the written progression II-7  V7  I.
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The substitution uses D b7 instead of G7.

compare the notes of both chords: both chords contain the same tritone F & B.  Cb is the enharmonic equivalent
of B on the Db chord.

This tritone sub can typically be used in any cadence or turnaround using a V7 chord progressing to a I  major
or minor (think key of the moment), but it can be used in stand alone situations as well, such as a  single dominant chord
whose duration is several bars. Substituting a tritone dominant chord over the existing chord will yield an
 "altered quality" (altered scale, mode VII of the jazz minor scale).

A turnaround like this:

Becomes:

Linearizing this tritone sub might yield a line like this:

try it over both the "plain" III-7 VI7 II-7 V7 and the version with the sub Vs.

Combine the tritone sub with an inserted II-7 in front of the tritone sub and a basic D-7  G7  Cmaj7  becomes:

As applied to a chord solo, this becomes possible:
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Experiment with changing the harmonic rhythm.
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#3     Diatonic Chains
What I call diatonic chains (using diatonically derived harmonies in 3rds) is a predecessor to the "comping by
scale concept used widely in the '60's by pianists such as McCoy Tyner and Chick Corea. As with all the 
Harmonic Plumbing concepts, we can use these both harmonically and linearly. The idea is to extend the basic chord 
with related diatonic harmonies generated by a given chord scale.  Use as a filler to comp, or generate lines to 
superimpose over more basic progressions. Let's use the major scale as an example: (written in stacked 3rds
just to see the structures, in application they can be spelled as drop voicings)

Stacking the C Major scale tones yields these harmonies.  All of the modes (scales) derived from the C Major
scale re-use these harmonies from different starting points. D Dorian uses the same harmonies starting from D,
E Phrygian from E, etc.. It's useful to know the diatonic harmonies in all keys and their off-shoot derivative modes.
Furthermore, learn the diatonic harmonies/modes for Major, Jazz minor, Harmonic Minor, Harmonic Major scales, and
how these relate to the 11 basic 7th chords and their possible tensions!

Let's use a basic application of this concept from the Major scale. This is a portion of a standard tune progression:

Here it is again with diatonic derived fillers: (notice I'm just using the first three structures of each scale. You can
use more, but the effect can get a little antiseptic and predictable, so start with just a few).

C Major derived C Dorian derived
Add some rhythm and we've got a nice basic comp.

A linearized version using these same diatonic chains might look like this:

These lines are primarily triadic in content with the addition of a chromatic approach moving into each triad.
One can make a myriad of variations inverting the triads, adding 7ths, changing the direction of the arpeggio,
etc. This is a really big tool in creating lines.  Check out Wes Mongomery's solo on "O.G.D.". the first bridge
makes extensive use of this idea.
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In all of these previous examples your rhythm section players could be playing just the basic chords. This
allows you to interject more tension and release in your lines and comping, not to mention arranging and
composition! Or the other members of your group could be sharp-eared enough to pick-up the changes
you're superimposing on them. Either way, this could be the start of some new connectivity in your thinking.
"The line is the chord and the chord is the line".

#4  Connecting Diatonic Chains

Speaking of connectivity, your diatonic chains can be connected by two non-diatonic means:
A. Chromatically

B. By diminished 7th chords

We could linearize the previous example like so:

#5 Incomplete Dominant 9th Chords
The diminished 7th chords from the previous example can be viewed as incomplete dominant 9th chords. Take any existing
diminished 7th chord, add a new root a major third lower than the existing diminished chord root, and you will have a 7b9
chord.

We will "rethink"a portion of the previous  diminished chord progression linked as follows:

Notice that the progression creates a  couple of V7-I  cadences. The incomplete dominant 9th conversion
works primarily with ascending diminished chord progressions.
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The previous example and the b9 replacing a diminished 7th is a standard reharmonization (sub) on "Rhythm
Changes" and other standard tunes that use diminished 7th chords. Playing all thes changes over a plain CMa7
chord would probably be too much, but if you double-timed the line....

Anyway, I hope this short lesson gives you some ideas about chord connectivity-both harmonically and linearly.
By no means is this the all encompassing list, it's just a place to get started. In general, I find most of my students
do better with a "short list" of do-able items. Sometimes having too many options inhibits the acquisition of
usable tools. We lose the thread of what we're trying to do in the first place by trying to do too much! Keep it simple!

The most important thing you can do for yourself (regarding these ideas) is to find examples of their usage in the
playing of the great improvising masters of all instruments!  As a guitarist myself, I found a lot of these sounds in
the music of my musical heroes Joe Pass, Pat Martino, and especially Wes Montgomery. But these are "Bop-oriented"
ideas (though they can be used in more modern jazz) and you'll find examples in Parker, Adderly, Coltrane, etc.
Use you ear and see what "fits" in the situations you play in. Have fun and be musical!
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